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Abstract 
This paper introduces a novel Web architecture that supports session migration in multi-device Web 

applications, particularly the case when a user starts a Web session on a computer and wishes to continue on a 

mobile phone. The proposed solution for transferring the needed session identifiers across devices is to 

dynamically generate pictures of 2D-barcodes containing a Web address and a session ID in an encoded form. 

2D-barcodes are a cheap, fast and robust approach to the problem. They are widely known and used in Japan, 

and are spreading in other countries. Variations on the topic are covered in the article, including a possible 

migration from a mobile device to a computer (opposite direction), and between two or more mobile phones 

(possibly back and forth). The results show that this HCI approach is inexpensive, efficient, and works with most 

camera-phones on the market; the author does see any other mature technique with such assets. 

Keywords 
barcode, tag, migratory interface, Web browser, session, mobile phone, camera. 

1 Introduction 
For more than two decades, competing types of so-called 2D-barcodes [6], also called matrix codes, have been 

used to tag various objects [10] in the real world and map them to a digital reference. 2D-barcodes have first 

been used in the industry, and they are now ubiquitous in Japan for public applications, being broadly used in 

particular in most types of advertising media, ranging from commercial posters to magazines and even television 

or Web ads, and for a wide range of topics not limited to IT-related products. Currently, 2D-barcodes are 

spreading to western countries as well, mainly through initiatives of mobile telephone operators (unfortunately 

often using proprietary software and formats). 

In parallel, another development is the increasingly used Web platform, with more and more Internet local 

access points (at work, at home, in public areas). More recently, following the advent of 3G technology, access 

to Internet from a mobile phone is becoming ordinary in western countries. The mobile Web has opened a new 

range of possibilities, in particular around so-called “location-based services” and “context-aware mobile 

applications” *7+ which are typically Web applications with a dynamic content that depends on the user’s 

current geographical location, and possibly on other environmental factors. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00779-009-0228-5
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Along with these new Internet possibilities are arising new challenging HCI issues, such as how to provide user-

friendly migrations from a platform to another (e.g. from a desktop computer to a mobile phone) without 

requiring the user to restart what he/she was doing on a given Web site from scratch. 2D-barcodes can solve 

part of this problem. 

2 Background 

2.1 2D-Barcodes read by mobile phones 
DataMatrix (ISO/IEC 16022:2006) and “Quick Response” QR-code (ISO/IEC 18004:2006) are currently the most 

broadly used standardized 2D-barcode formats in public applications (see Fig. 1). 

  

Fig. 1 Example of 2D-barcodes: 

DataMatrix on the left (more compact); QR Code on the right. Same content (URL), displayed at same resolution (X Size). 

Until recently, these two industry standards were too challenging for mobile devices, leading to alternative 

formats attempts [5]. But then, improved camera sensors embedded in mobile phones and increase in mobile 

processing power together with new algorithms [9] have enabled the advent of popular applications using these 

standard 2D-barcodes on mobile phones, particularly the QR Code format in Japan (QRコード). 

These barcode formats can embed plain text, or several types of services such as an URI1 (e.g. Web, e-mail, 

telephone number), an electronic visit card or other types of files. In this article, the focus is set on embedding a 

Web hyperlink (URL2). Standardization is crucial before 2D-barcodes can be used as mobile hyperlinks. 

Alternative (often proprietary) formats are competing, such as Microsoft’s Tag3 (coloured triangles). 

The first large public experiment known to the author is the big urban game ConQwest4 (by Qwest Wireless in 

2003). Currently, the most famous project is probably Semapedia.org (tagging real world things and places with 

the URL of their respective Wikipedia article, since September 2005), but other experiments are being 

conducted, such as ‘Coast’ in UK (providing visitors seaside location-based information via 2D-barcodes [8]), 

ActivePrint.org (linking posters, magazines, leaflets, etc. to Web content) [5], or the Ubiquitous Museum5 

                                                           
1
 URI: Uniform Resource Identifier 

2
 URL: Uniform Resource Locator 

3
 http://tag.microsoft.com (beta version since January 2009) 

4
 http://homepages.nyu.edu/~dc788/conqwest/ 

5
 http://map.elp.or.jp/umm.html 

http://semapedia.org/
http://activeprint.org/
http://tag.microsoft.com/
http://homepages.nyu.edu/~dc788/conqwest/
http://map.elp.or.jp/umm.html
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(linking tags around the district of Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan, to online stories and tourist information). This 

technology is also embraced by international advertisement actors such as Google’s Print Ads platform6. 

While in Japan many mobile phones are shipped with a standard 2D-barcode reader pre-installed, in Europe – as 

far as the author knows – only Nokia has done that7 with models such as N93, E90 and newer. There are 

nevertheless numerous applications that can easily be downloaded and installed on most modern camera-

phones. These applications (for Java Mobile, Nokia Symbian, Microsoft Windows Mobile, Google Android, Apple 

iPhone, etc.) are typically freeware, with a few Open Source initiatives. Some mobile phone operators are also 

adding such software during the branding of telephones. 

2.2 Migratory interfaces and multi-device Web browsing 
Browsing the Internet and using online services often require the use of sessions, i.e. a way for the server to 

identify a client and/or to recall the preferences or previous steps already performed by any given user. Often 

implemented via cookies or via a field attribute appended to an URL query string, this is a way to circumvent the 

fact that the Web (HTTP) is inherently anonymous and stateless (TCP/IP and lower levels do not help). While the 

use of a session is normally sufficient for most online services accessed by a given user from one single Web 

browser on a single computer and within a short timeframe, a login/password procedure will often be required 

if the user needs to access personalised functions from another browser or machine. The problem of “stateful 

session handoff” is described in *4]. Some solutions have been proposed to help preserving and migrating 

browser sessions in multi-device environments [13, 4], and some tools and languages have been made available 

to formalise this process [3, 11]. But all session persistence techniques make use of a user ID or session ID 

(unique number) that needs to be typed manually or transmitted somehow from one platform to another. 

3 Motivation and use cases 
As introduced above, a transmission of an ID is mandatory when working in a multi-device environment. Session 

migration can be done in a few ways, including asking the user to type a (long) code when changing platform. 

The goal of the architecture presented in this paper is to provide an easy way for average users that, at the same 

time, is cheap and does not require any additional hardware than most users already have, i.e. a standard 

computer and a camera-phone. More specifically, the architecture should be reliable and fast to use (as opposed 

to manual typing), providing an easy migration from one platform to another and preserving the current session. 

3.1 Example of scenario 
A woman at home on a desktop computer is booking a long flight for a family trip on an airliner Web site. She 

has entered the name of all the travellers, checked the connecting flights etc. She is almost done but has to rush 

to catch a taxi to go to a professional meeting. She wants to be able to finish booking her trip in the taxi, since 

her plane was already almost fully booked. She has no personal account on this specific airliner Web site. Before 

leaving her computer, she uses a new feature (described in the next section): she clicks on a hyperlink to save 

and transfer her Web session; a 2D-barcode appears on the screen of her desktop computer; she scans it with her 

                                                           
6
 http://www.google.com/adwords/printads/ads/barcode/ 

7
 http://mobilecodes.nokia.com 

http://www.google.com/adwords/printads/ads/barcode/
http://mobilecodes.nokia.com/
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mobile phone and is almost instantly redirected – in her phone’s browser – to the same Web page and with the 

same data as she had on her computer. Once in the taxi, on her mobile phone, she can resume her booking. 

Other use cases have been reported in e.g. [3]. 

4 Architecture concept 
In order to make this scenario possible, a Web architecture concept is proposed. The key idea is to append the 

ID of the current session (token) to the current URL query string, such as: 

http://example.net/my-page.php?session=F15A163BC4879D2 

Many variations are possible. In this paper, this type of link will be referred as a “hyper-session link”. The session 

parameter is only required during migrations, and is not necessary on all the pages of a given Web site, for 

which another session mechanism can be used if necessary. 

Dynamic

content

(Same user

session)

Dynamic

content

(Same user

session)

Computer Mobile phone

User

Web server

Integrated

camera

 

Fig. 2 Network diagram with a user using a computer and a mobile phone to access the same Web page (same session). 

As shown in Figure 2, this hyper-session link can then be dynamically encoded by the Web server (on the fly) 

into a 2D-barcode image. As opposed to some NFC (Near Field Communication) technologies such as RFID 

(Radio-frequency identification) which typically contain some static data and require special writing hardware, it 

is indeed light and cheap to dynamically generate 2D-barcodes. 

When the special 2D-barcode is displayed on the computer screen, the user can start the barcode reader 

application on his/her telephone and point the camera integrated in the mobile phone toward the 2D-barcode 

to initiate a session migration (Fig. 3). What happens is that the reader application on the telephone decodes the 

barcode; as it contains a URL, the Web browser of the mobile phone is (automatically) launched with the exact 

same URL, that is to say including the session ID parameter. 
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Fig. 3 A mobile phone scanning a QR-code from a Web page on a desktop computer screen, to initiate a session transfer towards the 

mobile phone Web browser. 

When the Web server receives a request from a new device (the mobile phone) with a known existing session 

ID, the server will provide the same content as the one served to the previous device (the computer). Depending 

on how client inputs are implemented, it may then be possible for the user to switch back and forth between 

the mobile phone and the computer while working in one and same session, without having to use barcodes 

each time, since now both platforms (computer and telephone) share a session ID. 

4.1 Example of application: Multi-device copy/paste 
As a proof of concept, the author implemented a basic Web application8 capable of transferring the content of a 

text area back and forth between the Web browsers of a computer and/or one or more mobile phone used by 

the same person. The very same content is shown to both devices (see Fig. 4). The session’s data is synchronised 

with the Web server through the Save session button and Refresh link. There is no limit to the number of 

concurrent devices sharing the same session. 

 

                                                           
8
 http://alexandre.alapetite.net/divers/mobile-paste/ 

http://alexandre.alapetite.net/divers/mobile-paste/
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Fig. 4 A Web session (i.e. the content of a text area) was migrated from a desktop computer (back) to a mobile phone (front right), just 
after that the mobile phone scanned the 2D-barcode from the computer’s screen (cf. Fig. 3). The text “Text edited from the phone” was 

then typed on the telephone, which appeared also on the computer’s screen after hitting “Refresh”. 
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Although this is only a simple demonstration, this Web application can be useful when the content of the text 

area is over the limits of DataMatrix (1.5KB) or QR-codes (3KB) [6] formats, as it becomes one of the fastest ways 

to transfer dynamic text from a basic desktop computer (typically without e.g. Bluetooth) to a mobile phone 

without pre-installed software (except the standard barcode reader) or any specific setup. 

4.2 Performance evaluation 
As reported in Table 1, repeated measurements (5 times) were performed by 5 different volunteers using their 

own phone, noting the time it took from the welcome screen of the phone until the beginning of the Internet 

connection following a scan of a barcode containing a URL. 

Many studies have been reported on average typing speed (typically expressed in words per minute) when the 

input is sentences of intelligible text. It has been less common to study typing speed of Web addresses. 

Therefore, the participants’ typing speed was evaluated on the following URL, intentionally long to reduce 

measurement errors: 

http://example.net/my-page.html?param1=value123&param2=value456 

While more experiments would be needed to refine the numbers, the results show that for all the participants, 

it would have made sense for them to use the barcode reader instead of typing an URL longer than 10 to 14 

characters. The cognitive load generated by manual typing vs. 2D-barcode scanning has not been assessed; 

however, barcode scanning involves far less keystrokes, and fewer decisions to take. 

Mobile telephone type + 
2D-barcode software reader 

Manual 
typing 

Barcode 

Apple iPhone 3G + 
NeoMedia NeoReader9 1.0 

64s 12s 

HTC Touch Diamond + 
SimpleAct QuickMark10 V3.6R 

40s 9s 

Nokia N95 + integrated reader - 16s 

Sony Ericsson K810i + UPC 
UpCode11 3.08.4 (DataMatrix) 

154s 25s 

Sony Ericsson W610i 90s - 

Sony Ericsson W810i + 
3GVision i-nigma Reader12 

2.06 
108s 25s 

Table 1 Time to reach a URL from a mobile phone, typing it by hand, or using a 2D-barcode. 

Given that each participant used a different model of telephone, Table 1 cannot be used to compare the 

telephones themselves, because users have very different typing skills. More advanced usability experiments 

have been reported [14], including factors such as the size of the tags, and a survey of users’ attitude to 

adoption (quite positive). 

                                                           
9
 http://www.neoreader.com 

10
 http://www.quickmark.com.tw 

11
 http://www.upc.fi/en/upcode/ 

12
 http://www.i-nigma.com 

http://www.neoreader.com/
http://www.quickmark.com.tw/
http://www.upc.fi/en/upcode/
http://www.i-nigma.com/
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4.3 Technical considerations 
In addition to the session’s ID, the URL encoded in the 2D-barcode can contain a little additional information 

that is traditionally stored in cookies, within capacity limits of 1 to 3KB. However, efforts should be made to 

keep the length of the “hyper-session link” short when encoding it into a barcode, because the more data there 

is to encode, the less robust the scanning process is (especially if the tag must be displayed on a low resolution 

screen and/or in a small area). If needed, an indirection system can be set up server side, to make an HTTP 

redirection from a short temporary URL such as http://m.example.net/A0Z9 to a longer one, similarly to 

the popular service tinyurl.com. 

When privacy must be ensured, a first obvious measure is to use HTTPS (secure HTTP). The service should also 

provide different levels of log out links to disconnect from one single platform, or all platforms at once. 

4.3.1 Integration in the Web browser 

Although the concept presented in this article implies that a given Web site will generate dynamic pictures of 

2D-barcodes (including a hyper-session link), a close variant is to have the Web browser itself to generate a 

barcode of the current URL. This is possible using e.g. a Mozilla Firefox add-on called “Mobile Barcoder”13 (by 

Sample & Carter). For the session migration addressed in this article to work, the Web site should be designed to 

append a session token to all its internal links, which has more limitations. 

4.3.2 Freshness of the session 
One of the issues when dealing with multi-device applications is to keep all devices up to date. In the proposed 

architecture, the Web server is in charge of storing the data of the session. 

In order to keep the session data on the server as fresh as possible, the author recommends for the 

desktop/laptop computer platform to use the Ajax14 technology in Web pages client-side, to send any 

modification made by the user back to the server as soon as relevant, and check for any update from another 

client. 

For the mobile platform, where Ajax and other forms of JavaScript are generally still limited, it is possible to 

divide a page or a form in small steps requiring an HTTP submission to move from one step to the next. This 

division of e.g. Web questionnaires is often desirable by design anyway due to the smaller size of the screen. 

4.4 Partial migrations and platform-dependant user interfaces 
The architecture presented in this paper is primarily aimed at sequential migration, that is to say using one 

device after the other, all of them receiving the same content and doing the same task. It would be possible to 

slightly adapt the architecture model to be able to perform partial migrations, as presented in [2], i.e. using two 

or more devices at the same time, each dedicated to a different specific subtask. This would most often require 

a concurrent versioning resolution system. 

If needed, the type of platform (desktop, mobile…) can be automatically detected client-side or server-side using 

techniques including but not limited to content negotiation, special style sheets (CSS) with a media descriptor 

set to e.g. screen or handheld, reading the “user agent string” (name of the browser), screen size, etc. Then, in 

                                                           
13

 https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/addon/2780 

14
 Ajax: Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 

http://tinyurl.com/
https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/addon/2780
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addition to transmitting a session ID in the “hyper-session link”, another parameter indicated the type of task 

could be included. 

This type of platform detection can also be useful when the content of the Web pages sent by the Web server to 

the desktop client should not be the same to the one sent to a mobile phone (for instance, number of fields per 

screen). Although this concern is orthogonal to the session transfer system covered by this article, let’s describe 

it briefly: 

By default, modern mobile Web browsers are doing a good job at shrinking Web pages to fit on a small screen, 

by using various techniques at client (e.g. scaling and zooming) and proxy levels. When available, the best suited 

CSS will be used: this functionality is greatly extended since CSS315, allowing Web masters to conveniently tune 

the user interface depending not only on the type of platform, but also on the size and resolution of the screen, 

etc. This is sometimes complemented by automatic transformations of the Web content (e.g. resize pictures, 

collapse long lists, re-arrange tables) at proxy level (i.e. between the server and the client), a technique made 

popular by Opera Mini16. In some situations however, these solutions at client and proxy levels are not 

sufficient, for instance when the freshness of the session is essential (cf. section 4.3.2), and various server-side 

processing techniques can then be proposed [2, 3, 11]. 

4.5 From the mobile phone towards the computer 
It was shown above that it was possible to come back on the original desktop/laptop computer after having 

worked on the mobile phone, as long as the session that was initially started on the computer is still valid. 

 

Fig. 5 Decoding a QR-code from a PC webcam: Snapshot of a phone SE W880i displaying a QR code in a Web page. 

Based on the same approach and using a webcam, it is also possible to read a 2D-barcode displayed on a 

telephone and to decode it on a computer (Fig. 5). This concept of a telephone displaying a 2D-barcode scanned 

at the entrance of a restricted area is known as mobile ticketing and is even being experimented by the 

International Air Transport Association (IATA)17 for plane tickets. 

                                                           
15

 CSS3 Media Queries: http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-mediaqueries/ 

16
 http://www.opera.com/mini/ 

17
 http://www.iata.org/stbsupportportal/bcbp 

http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-mediaqueries/
http://www.opera.com/mini/
http://www.iata.org/stbsupportportal/bcbp
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The picture of the 2D-barcode acquired by the webcam must be of reasonably high quality for the decoding 

process to succeed. In this example (Fig. 5), a Microsoft LifeCam VX-6000 was used, with a resolution of 640×480 

pixels. No particular effort was made for the lighting, but the focus was adjusted manually (webcams with 

autofocus should likely do the job as well). 

As opposed to the mobile platform, it is currently not common to have a 2D-barcode reader pre-installed on a 

computer and connected to a webcam, but many programs are available. Successful tests were performed with 

the freeware “SimpleAct QuickMark for WebCam 3.2” (Fig. 5). Such a reader could even be implemented from a 

Web page using a plug-in like Adobe Flash that can access the webcam. 

4.6 From one mobile phone to another 
Besides, the prototype described in section 4.1 was also used successfully to synchronise the Web sessions and 

exchange data (back and forth) between two mobile phones (no computer involved). Due to the typically small 

size of a telephone’s screen, it is crucial to use a camera-phone with autofocus (e.g. Nokia N95 and newer, Sony 

Ericsson K810i and newer, HTC Touch…) to scan the tag displayed on the screen of another telephone. 

Fortunately, autofocus on camera-phones is becoming a common feature. 

4.7 Alternative technologies 
The role taken by 2D-barcodes in the proposed architecture could be taken by another technology in the future, 

such as Bluetooth or NFC (near field communication), but this is currently not practical due to various issues 

explained below. The mentioned technologies are available on commercial mobile phones, with various 

penetration rates. However, the major limitation is that a Web page does not have a standard access to the 

needed communication layers (a plug-in would be needed in the client’s Web browser). Therefore, a Web site 

seen on one machine, and which wants to communicate with another local device is limited to the following 

communication channels: 

- The user can manually type a URL on the target device. 

- Any static graphics, such as text and pictures like 2D-barcodes (as described in this article). 

- Animated graphics (video18, or sequence of pictures animated by Javascript). 

- Sound19 (provided the Web browser is running on a device with speakers). 

- Server side mobile communication such as SMS or MMS (requires the user to provide a telephone 

number, is not free of charge, and works only if the target device has some telephone capabilities), or e-

mail push (requires the user to provide an e-mail address). On mobile phones, MMS and e-mail push do 

not have a penetration rate as high as SMS. 

Even in the case when a plug-in would be installed in the client’s Web browser, the alternative technologies 

mentioned earlier suffer from additional limitations. 

 

                                                           
18

 The <video> tag is standardised in HTML5. For older browsers, requires a plug-in such as Flash or Java. 

19
 The <audio> tag is standardised in HTML5. For older browsers, requires a plug-in such as Flash or Java. 
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In the case of Bluetooth, sending some information from one device to another requires a discovery process 

(which can take a substantial amount of time in an area with many other Bluetooth devices such as a public 

space) and often some pairing. In fact, visual tags have even been proposed as an efficient aid to speed-up 

Bluetooth discovery process and increase its usability [12]. Furthermore, the only Bluetooth service that has a 

large penetration rate and that can be used for this purpose is OBEX (object push), however not supported by 

popular devices such as the Apple iPhone 3G. This service requires to send a file which type is known by the 

receiver. There is unfortunately no broadly used standard to send an URL over Bluetooth. Among the 

possibilities are to send a HTML file that contains a redirection, or a bookmark, but none of them will work 

smoothly (i.e. simple and with few steps) on a significant proportion of the current telephones. In the best cases, 

the user will be prompted to accept a file transfer, then to save the file (which will later have to be manually 

removed), and possibly asked if the file should be opened by the default Web browser. Some of the issues with 

Bluetooth could be partially addressed by installing additional software on the computer and the mobile phone, 

in the case when the user is the owner of the two devices. 

Experiments have been reported using various NFC (e.g. passive RFID), but are more complicated, more 

expensive, less flexible, and require hardware that cannot be deployed easily with the current computers and 

mobile phones that average people have. Similar scenarios can be proposed using infrared communication 

(IrDA), but again, it requires special software, settings and hardware. Infrared ports on mobile phones and 

laptops have almost disappeared20 anyway – replaced by other communication technologies – and have never 

been commonplace on desktop computers. A deeper comparison of the major technologies used for ubiquitous 

computing can be found in [1]. 

In this paper, no fixed address (IP or DNS) is assumed for the clients. In particular, having a fixed address and 

possibly a Web server on the mobile phone enables other types of architectures. 

On a side note, an interesting pure Web solution would be to use an identification system such as OpenID21 

alone; that is to say for the authentication but also for session migration. It would though still require the user to 

be logged-in to an OpenID provider on both the computer and the mobile phone, which is not granted. 

Shortcuts to this OpenID log-in (using e.g. biometry) could make this solution competitive. 

5 Conclusion 
In this article, a Web architecture concept has been proposed that successfully solves an emerging but 

nevertheless real Web interaction issue – namely the migration from one device/platform to another (back and 

forth) – thanks to dynamic 2D-barcodes encoding a URL and a session ID. 

A proof-of-concept “multi-device copy/paste” prototype was developed and tested to validate the model, which 

works with current average hardware (basic desktop computer possibly with a webcam, mobile phone with 

camera) and matches average user capabilities. 

                                                           
20

 In February 2009, none of the newest 36 mobile phones models of Sony Ericsson (since model z250i released in September 

2007) have infrared, nor has the newest Apple iPhone, and the young Google Android platform does not support IrDa either. 

A mobile phone comparison Web site (lesmobiles.com) shows that out of 190 available models with 3G, only 31 have 

infrared capabilities (i.e. ~16%). Finally, none of the current laptops from e.g. Dell or Apple have an IrDa port. 

21
 http://openid.net 

http://openid.net/
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The approach described in this paper is based on mature technologies; it is not a work-in-progress and is ready 

to be used by any Web site that needs such pervasive capabilities. As such, the proposed architecture is – as far 

as the author can see – a unique, yet unmatched solution to start implementing simple multi-device session 

migration today. 
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